Case study
By Equity Housing
Group
Mike Pomfret, Health and Safety Compliance
Manager at Equity Housing Group shares
his positive experience of utilising the
Consortium’s frameworks for Heating
Systems and Property Safety and Security
and of working with the procurement team.
“We’d been using their Heating Systems framework to look after our gas
maintenance for a few months before I started, and when we were in a
position to procure fire safety services I didn’t hesitate to give them a call
to take a look at their Property Safety and Security framework. It was a
job that needed doing from the very start, and their services meant that
instead of spending a few weeks sorting contracts it literally took me a
couple of hours.
“I found their documents perfectly suited to what we needed, and the
only work I needed to do was add in some information specific to our
organisation that I wouldn’t expect anyone else to know.
“The biggest repair job we’ve used the Heating Systems framework for
is a commercial boiler, which was under £6000. It’s more about the
quantity of work we need to undertake: boiler servicing can cost tens of
thousands based on the amount we have, and Consortium Procurement
take the hassle out of organising the contracts so we can start work
sooner rather than later.
“I’ve used other companies for procurement services in the past, but I’d
have no hesitation recommending Consortium Procurement.”

What to do next?
Email us at solutions@consortiumprocurement.org.uk or ring us on
0191 566 1000 to find out how we can help with your procurement priorities.

“I am incredibly
happy with the
quality of service
I have received
from Consortium
Procurement over
the past couple of
years. I have had no
problems with the
work we have asked
them to do, and they
make my life a lot
easier."
Mike Pomfret,
Health and Safety
Compliance Manager,
Equity Housing Group

